
Release Notes for 4/20/2017 WISEid/WISEstaff Production Release  

(Core Apps Team Sprint 133 2-Week Work Cycle) 
 

Feature Title Notes 

WISEid: Review Matches Column Sorts by Name. Review Matches and Results - Potential 
Matches is sorted now by last name and 
first name.  Additionally, we have included 
advanced filters on Last and First name 
fields to help find persons.  Filter now has 
a ‘Contains’ feature for searching by 
partial matches. 

WISEid: Fixed Change Request Filter & Messages  When a Change Request is canceled, if you 
drill into the details, the message now 
reflects that it has been canceled. 

WISEstaff: Added FTE to Assignment Dynamic Questions 
configuration 

We had a number of assignments in the UI 
that were displaying FTE when they 
shouldn’t.  To prevent similar issues next 
year we are making FTE questions for each 
assignment configurable by the DPI admin 
who sets up the codes each year. 

WISEstaff: PDF report printing out blank pages every 
other page 

On the All Staff Report if you exported to 
PDF, every other page was blank.  We fixed 
this issue. 

WISEstaff: Made Contacts and contact validation Year 
Based 

We have made the Contacts, so they can 
be filled out for next year before we switch 
the entire WISEstaff tab to next year. 
17-18 Contacts will open July 1st this year. 

WISEstaff: Contract UI - Local and Total experience 
allows entry up to 99 years. 

The Contract UI now allows entry of Local 
and Total Experience up to 99 years.  A 
bug was preventing entry over 50 years. 

WISEstaff: Added a new description on Manage Position 
Area UI  

We will be storing and displaying a new 
description that is assignment specific for 
end users.  Previously we only separate 
descriptions for Position and Areas. 

WISEstaff: Removed Info Validations Status Messages 
from the home page 

We removed a message on the WISEstaff 
home page when there are outstanding 
Info messages in the last Validate Staff 
Data run.  The same info is now displayed 



on the Staff Home page Annual Staff 
Collection Roadmap. 

WISEstaff: Changed Details Column title to read 
"Assignment Related Questions" 

The assignment-related questions are 
questions that turn on/off depending on 
assignment code.  We have standardized 
the UI to say “Assignment Related 
Questions”.  We will start referring to 
them as such in conversations and 
documentation. 

WISEstaff: Bug Fix-- Validation 4034 no longer showing 
across agencies. 

When a staff member didn’t require a 
license Entity ID for the assignment(s) in 
your hiring agency but did for another 
hiring agency, this would should up in your 
4034 warnings.  We told users just to 
acknowledge them as a workaround. 
However, a bug would reset the 
acknowledgement.  To fix this, we now 
corrected the original 4034 warning, so it 
only shows up in your hiring agency if your 
hiring agency has an assignment requiring 
a license. 

WISEstaff: Roadmap external links has a new tab and 
increased title fonts. 

We made the phase titles of the roadmap 
and the “i” info icon larger and clearer. 
Also, the link for “Review Assignment Code 
Changes” opens to a new tab since it's an 
external web link to the application. 

 


